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WELCOME 
What’s the series about?

How will our time together today flow?

In case you are wondering: 
◦ Slides will be shared
◦ This is being recorded and will be shared
◦ You can keep the convo going on twitter with 

#NILOAwebinar
◦ Google doc of updated resource on the NILOA 

website and all prior webinars as well: 
https://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org

https://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/


Community Check-in Recap
This is not a test of online education. Remember: It’s not 
about learning online; it’s about learning in a global 
pandemic crisis. 
Compassion not compliance should drive decisions at this 
time. 
Listen to students and be flexible. 
Do not require a higher-level of proof in an online class 
then you would in face-to-face. 



More Community Check-in Recap 
Don’t start from a point of negativity in perceptions of 
students to create policy. A policy should not be about 
blocking cheating but enabling learning. 
Modify end of course/faculty evaluations and use them as a 
formative planning tool.
Assessment of student learning is ongoing this semester, the 
reporting of those efforts is a lower priority that can be 
postponed or altered.



Assignment Design Conversations



Planning with Curriculum Maps



Webinar Series – one left to go! 

Beyond the Looking Glass:
Tenets of Meaningful Transparency
April 30  Register.

https://illinois.zoom.us/meeting/register/upQud-muqj8iovJCMmJ0jaVOHMggOOHk-w


Evidence of student learning is used in 
support of claims or arguments  about 
improvement and accountability told 
through stories to persuade a specific 

audience. 

Evidence-Based Storytelling



Why Stories?
Shadiow (2013) presents a process to see stories “as 
something other than sentimental anecdotes with thinly 
veiled lessons” but instead as a mechanism by which we may 
reflect on our practices and teaching (p. viii). 

We have a story to tell about the decisions we made during 
this time, why we made those decisions, and the impact of 
those decisions on our students and their learning. 

We have stories of loss to tell, some may be tragedies, and 
we need space to tell them.

How will we talk about what we did during this time? About 
the learning? What stories will our students tell about us?
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Evidence-Based Storytelling Toolkit



Excellence in 
Assessment 
Designation



• Evidence-Based 
Storytelling 
Development

• Tips for Report 
Writers

• EBST Handout
• Peer Review Process
• Feedback Sheet



Story 
Development

1. Audience

2. Argument

3. Evidence

4. Story and Language 

5. Characters

6. Plot

7. Data Visualizations 

8. Awareness and Discoverability 

- And how does that line up with the organizational narrative -



Communication 
Planning and 
Messaging
Today we are releasing new resources for 
planning communication and messaging on 
assessment efforts including:

1. Activity for Developing Clear Statements 
about the Value of Assessment

2. Activity to Make the Case for Assessment

3. Guiding Questions to Consider for 
Communication of Assessment

4. Communication Plan Template

5. Outreach Plan Template 



What we share

Who we share with

Why we share



Real-Time Messaging

@joebookslevy



Faculty and Staff



Faculty and Staff (cont.)



Faculty and Staff (cont.)



Faculty and Staff (cont.)



Assessment Folks



Assessment Folks



Keep Telling Stories



Considerations

@joebookslevy



Reflect Purpose



Understandable Language



Length



Syllabi/course maps 
Contextualize/explain them!

Websites/fliers/newsletters 
Free ad space!

Faculty/staff/advisor meetings
Push seasonal talking points

Leverage Existing Mechanisms



Progress & Next Steps

@joebookslevy



Assessment & Accreditation @ NLU

@joebookslevy



Sharing Examples@ NLU

@joebookslevy



Sharing Examples@ NLU

@joebookslevy



Assessment & Accreditation @ NLU

@joebookslevy



Sharing Examples@ NLU

@joebookslevy



Pattern Piecing

@joebookslevy



Community Catalyst

What stories are we telling vs not?
Who is included as part of the story vs not?

Who is being engaged vs not?

To minimize the “not”, we can work to 
prioritize how/when to implement changes.

@joebookslevy



Saint Xavier University
Department of Communication

Telling the story of COMM 101 – Public Speaking at SXU 



Using the NILOA Evidenced - Based Story 
Telling Took kit – Consider your Audience!

´ Primary Audience(s) - Who is the 
target audience of the narrative 
(such as administration, policy 
maker, students, staff, etc.)? Is it 
internal or external? Are there 
other audiences who may be 
interested?

´ Secondary Audience – Any other 
audiences you hope to target?



SXU’s Audiences

´ Primary Audiences:

´ General Education Committee

´ Faculty teaching the course

´ Students

´ Dean of College

´ Secondary Audience:

´ Accrediting bodies



Next up in the tool kit:
What’s your Argument?

´ What argument do you want to 
make to your target audience(s)? 

´ What are the goals for the story? 

´ What do you want the 
audience(s) to take away from 
this story?

´ GEN ED COMMITTEE – Keep our 
course as a requirement because 
it does meet the oral 
communication outcome well.

´ Faculty – especially adjunct 
faculty.  Getting on board to 
teach the course as designed 
and actively participating in 
assessment.

´ Students – Convince them the 
course is worth while.

´ Dean – straight up compliance!



Next up in the tool kit:
What’s your Evidence?

´ What evidence do you have to 
assert your claims (i.e., data 
sources, indirect/direct evidence 
of learning, etc.)? 

´ For the primary audience, what 
counts as compelling, actionable 
evidence? 

´ Do you have that evidence? 

´ And is it the evidence that you 
think they should be aware of? 



We collected speeches delivered in all 
classes and used this rubric to evaluate

Formal Assessment 
Process:

• Artifact Collection 
(Panopto)

• Adapted VALUE 
Rubric 

• Normed 4 of 39 
speeches

• Assessed 28/39 
speeches

Exceeds 
Expectations

Meets 
Expectations

Minimally
Meets 

Expectations

Falls 
Below

Expectations



Assessment Results: Fall 2016



What We Learned

TECHNOLOGY
ISSUES

Changed Collection 
Method

Developed Common 
Assignment

DIFFERENT GUIDELINES 
AND OBJECTIVES

ASSIGNMENT TIMING 
IN SEMESTER

Suggest “Final” 
Assignment



Next up in the tool kit:
Story and Language

´ What kind of story are you telling? 
(i.e., compliance, improvement, 
loss, struggle, quest, tragedy, 
fantasy, etc.)? 

´ Is your audience interested in that 
type of story? 

´ What context is needed for 
readers to understand the story? 

´ What is the setting? 



Next up in the tool kit:
Characters

´ Who are the character(s) in your 
story?

´ Is there a protagonist in your 
story— someone who is driving 
the action and/or someone with 
whom your audience is likely to 
identify? 

´ What are the motivations of the 
characters?)



Next up in the tool kit:
What’s the Plot?

´ Exposition is the information 
needed to understand a story. 

´ Complication is the catalyst that 
begins the major conflict. 

´ Climax is the turning point in the 
story that occurs when characters 
try to resolve the complication.

´ Resolution is the set of events that 
bring the story to a close. However, 
not all stories have a resolution—it 
could be a cliff hanger. 

´ Conflict What are we trying to 
address or overcome? 
(internal/external barriers)



Next Up in the tool Kit:
Data Visualizations

´ If you are using visuals in your 
narrative, are they appropriate? 

´ Do they support the story you are 
trying to share or detract from it? 

´ Did you make meaning of them 
for the reader, or are you 
presenting the visuals and 
expecting your reader or listener to 
make sense of them (and is there 
enough presented visually to 
enable this approach)?



Finally Consider:
Awareness and Discoverability

´ Based on the story you crafted, 
what is the best medium through 
which to share it? 

´ Video, written narrative, shorter 
visual image pieces, a 
combination, others? 

´ Which means are the best to 
reach your target audience? 

´ How will you make them aware of 
it and how will they find it? 

´ What usability testing to 
determine communication fit with 
your target audiences will you 
employ?



SXU’s COMM 101 Story Results

´ Needs of the various audiences 
were met (GEN ED endorsed the 
course, faculty follow a standard 
syllabus, students evaluate the 
course positively, the Dean is 
happy we assessed)

´ Our evidence led us to change 
our assessment procedure 
making ours a story of 
improvement and struggle

´ Our story is an episodic one, the 
next episode is in progress.  
Focusing on the low score in 
delivery we created a new 
assignment and new instruction to 
help us improve.

´ Created common assignment

´ Speech delivered electronically

´ Created additional instruction by 
producing this instructional video:

´ https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=mDrp8z-UYEU

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=mDrp8z-UYEU


Crisis Communication Tips
Telling the assessment story in current times

´ Communicate honestly with 
candor and openness

´ Collaborate with credible 
sources, like NILOA, AAC&U

´ Communicate with compassion, 
concern and empathy

´ Accept uncertainty and 
ambiguity

´ Send messages of self-efficacy –
“You can do this!”



Keep Discussing  

#NILOAwebinar

Join Our Email List: learningoutcomesassessment.org/joinemail/
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